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Abstract—It is already known that a trellis code , which is
constructed by using the encoder of a convolutional code with
short constraint length followed by a delay processor and a signal
mapper, is equivalent to a trellis code with large constraint length.
In this paper, we derive a new lower bound on the free distance
of , which, in some cases, is better than the previously derived
bound. Moreover, instead of the decoding used in earlier publica-
tions, we apply iterative decoding on both tailbiting and zero-tail
representations of to take advantage of the new lower bound
and, in the meantime, to decrease the associated error coefficient
caused by the decoding used in earlier publications. Comparisons
among various designs of such a trellis code and some well-known
coding methods are also provided.
Index Terms—Convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation
(TCM), trellis codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N [1], Hellstern proposed a coding scheme which was gen-eralized in [2] to construct trellis-coded modulation (TCM)
with large squared free distances. The encoding of [1] and [2] is
implemented by inserting a multilevel delay processor between
the encoder of an ( ) convolutional code and the signal
mapper required by the encoding for Ungerboeck TCM [3]. The
delay processor is a rate 1 convolutional code with an
diagonal transfer function matrix, for which the th diagonal
entry is , where is the operator of one unit time delay. The
delay constant equals for [1], and equals
for [2], where and are nonnegative integers. Hellstern’s
scheme can also be used to construct binary convolutional codes
with large free distances. We may classify both binary convo-
lutional codes and TCM as trellis codes. We denote the trellis
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code constructed by serially concatenating the encoder of , a
delay processor, and a signal mapper as . If the output of the
signal mapper is a binary -tuple, then is a binary convolu-
tional code. If the output of the signal mapper is a signal point
of a signal constellation [such as 2 -phase-shift keying (PSK)],
then is a TCM. Since the introduction of the delay processor,
the constraint length of is large even if the constraint length
of is short.
Since the delay processor can be viewed as a convolutional in-
terleaver, is a special case of bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) [4]–[8]. However, unlike the random interleaver used in
the conventional BICM, the convolutional interleaver used in
has uniform structure, hence, we are able to find bounds on the
free distance of . In [1] and [2], a lower bound on the free dis-
tance of is derived, and a suboptimum decoding is used to
achieve the error performance guaranteed by the free distance
bound. In this paper, we derive a new lower bound on the free
distance of , which, in some cases, is better than that given in
[1] and [2]. We also derive an upper bound on the free distance of
. The decoding used in [1] and [2] is designed only to achieve
the error performance guaranteed by the free distance bound de-
rived in [1] and [2] at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), and
can not take advantage of the possibly better bound derived in
this paper. In addition, the decoding used in [1] and [2] will re-
sult in large error coefficients and, hence, the associated error
performance will be very poor at low SNR. To overcome these
problems, we use an improved suboptimum decoding based on
both the concepts of iterative decoding and the decoding used in
[1] and [2]. We do not use a random interleaver between the en-
coder of and the delay processor. Without the usage of random
interleaver, severe error propagation may occur during the de-
coding process. To mitigate the error propagation, we employ
various weight factors to reflect the various influences of the
feedback extrinsic information among various coding levels. In
addition, the choices of delay constants also help to reduce
the effect of error propagation.
For the application to packet transmissions, we consider the
tailbiting design of . We show that there is a tailbiting design
of for which both encoding and iterative decoding can be
easily implemented. We also consider the zero-tail representa-
tion of . With this zero-tail form, the iterative decoding can
be implemented by using a pipeline architecture and, hence,
there is advantage of reduced decoding delay. Comparisons of
0090-6778/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Encoding structure of trellis codes in [1] and [2].
the tailbiting form of with some well-known coding methods
such as BICM, multilevel coding [9], turbo-like TCM (TTCM)
[10]–[15], and binary turbo coding [16], [17] are provided. Sim-
ulation and analysis indicate that there is advantage for the tail-
biting form of only under the conditions of short code length,
moderate to high SNR, and short constraint length of .
II. TRELLIS CODES WITH A DELAY PROCESSOR
AND A SIGNAL MAPPER
The encoding of the trellis codes given in [1], [2] is
shown in Fig. 1. Let be an integer representing the time
index. An input sequence of message symbols is se-
quentially processed by the encoder of an ( ) convolutional
code , a delay processor, and a signal mapper to produce
associated output sequences ,
, and ,
respectively, where is
a binary -tuple, and
are both binary -tuples,
and is a signal point in a signal space . can be a signal
constellation, such as 2 -PSK, or a collection of binary -tu-
ples, such as . The resultant code takes as its code
sequence. We denote the code sequence of corresponding to
the all-zero message sequence by .
Through the delay processor, and are related by
for ,
where , , and for .
In this paper, we consider the case that equals , where
is a positive integer and are positive integers such
that . The labeling of the signal
points in is based on the set-partitioning principle [3]. Con-
sider an -level partition chain such that
every signal point in corresponds to a unique binary
-tuple , i.e., , where
and , , is the coset label of [3], [18]. If
and the mapping is linear and in-
vertible, then can be represented by an nonsingular
matrix , i.e., . Let denote a distance
measure between signal points , . If is a signal con-
stellation, then is the squared Euclidean distance be-
tween and . If , then is the Hamming
distance between the binary representations of and . We de-
fine to be the least one of all the possible ,
Fig. 2. Labelings for 8-PSK.
where and are in an arbitrary coset of ,
is in a coset of labeled by , and is in a coset
of labeled by . If is the 8-PSK signal constella-
tion with Ungerboeck labeling [3] (Labeling 2 in Fig. 2), then
.
It is difficult to obtain the free distance of by using the
FAST algorithm [23], since the number of trellis states of is
very large. Based on the concept of multilevel coding, a bound
on the free distance of can be found [1], [2].
Theorem 1: [1], [2] Let be the zero -tuple. The free dis-
tance of is lower bounded by
It is possible to find a better lower bound on the free distance




for and . For example,
equals four, while equals two for Labeling 1 given in Fig. 2.
Example 1 : Consider a delay processor with ,
and , , . Let
be a code sequence of , where “?” can be either 0 or 1. Hence,
the associated is as shown in the equation at the bottom of the
page.
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Thus, the pairwise distance measure between se-
quences and , which are the code sequences of , resulted
from and the all-zero sequence, respectively, is no less than
For Labeling 1 given in Fig. 2, we have .
However, by using the method given in [1] and [2], we have
.
The difference of the lower bound on comes from the
fact that . Note that using the
method in [1] and [2], the difference of bits at , 3,
4, 5, is ignored.
Theorem 2: Suppose that , . For any
given , see (1), shown at the bottom of the
page, where the result is a lower bound on the free distance of
, where , .
Proof: Let and
be two distinct sequences, and
let the associated sequences be , ,
and , , respectively. Assume
for and . Consider
. For , we have .
Hence, for . We have
(2)
for . Let be a distance measure be-
tween sequences and , which are the code sequences of
corresponding to sequences and , respectively. Thus, see (3),
shown at the bottom of the page. Thus, we have Theorem 2.
Since
is no less than for , we have
. In case that may not equal for
, , lower bounds can be derived similarly.
However, the expression will be more complicated. It can be
(1)
(3)
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easily checked that is a nondecreasing function of .
For a given with finite states, there exist and in , which
are distinct for a finite number of symbols. Thus, both
and are upper bounded even if is very large. Since
is a nondecreasing and bounded function of ,
will converge to a constant as increases. It is not clear
to us whether is a nondecreasing function of or not.
However, in the case of , see (4), shown at the bottom of
the page, where is the set which consists of sequences starting
from all the possible states of the trellis of . It can be checked
that the right-hand side of (4) is a nondecreasing function of
and will converge to a constant as increases.
Example 2: Let , , for ,
and be the 8-PSK signal set with Labeling 1 given in Fig. 2.
Consider with the generator matrix, , given in Section IV.
Using (4), we have . In contrast, from The-
orem 1 we only have .
In case of , lower bounds on
can be derived similarly. However, the expression will be more
complicated and the calculation will be more difficult.
In the following, we will derive an upper bound on the
free distance of . Let and .
Define to be and
for . If , then equals the Ham-
ming weight of the th row of . For Labeling 1 in Fig. 2,
equals , which is different from
. However, for Labeling 2,
. Let be a
nonzero code sequence of such that for
and , and let the associated and sequences be and
, respectively. For a given , we have




Hence, we can use
as an upper bound on the free distance of , where
for and . We
can have if is larger than the maximum length
of all the generator sequences of . For any other sequence
, we have
if is large enough and is noncatastrophic. Thus,
Hence, we have the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 3: If is large enough and is noncatastrophic,
then the free distance of is upper bounded by
Let the free distance of be denoted as . From Theo-
rems 1 and 3, we can conclude that if equals for all , then
the upper bound is indeed the free distance of
. Labeling 2 (Ungerboeck labeling) is such an example. It is
difficult to obtain the distance spectrum of except that is
very small or approaches infinity. The following example pro-
vides some information about the distance spectrum of and
the related results are given in Table I.
Example 3: Let , , , , and
. Let the signal mapper be . Then,
we have . We consider with
, and the associated generator matrices are, respec-
tively, given by , , and . Distance
spectra for various and are given in Table I, where is
the number of neighbors at a distance of from a given symbol
sequence, and is the total number of information bits con-
tained in all the neighbors at a distance of from a given
symbol sequence. Since the constraint length of is not too
large for each case in this example, the distance spectrum of
can be calculated by using the FAST algorithm [23]. For com-
parison, approximate distance spectra ( , Theorem 3)
which are calculated based on optimum decoding are also given.
Also included are approximate distance spectra ( , The-
orem 1 [1], [2] ) which are calculated based on the suboptimum
decoding used in [1] and [2].
(4)
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TABLE I
DISTANCE SPECTRA OF EXAMPLE 3, WHERE N(d) IS NUMBER OF NEIGHBORS AT A DISTANCE d FROM A GIVEN SYMBOL SEQUENCE AND N (d) IS TOTAL
NUMBER OF INFORMATION BITS CONTAINED IN ALL N(d) NEIGHBORS AT A DISTANCE OF d FROM A GIVEN SYMBOLSEQUENCE
Since in this example is noncatastrophic, and for
all , then . Hence, by applying FAST al-
gorithm on , we can calculate a minimum value of , which we
denote as such that . Note that we
also have in this example. From Table I,
we observe that for Example 3. For the codes in Ex-
ample 3, we also observe that is nondecreasing with
. Moreover, if is no less than a number , then
remains to be , while the first few terms of the mul-
tiplicity of , , are in decreasing order,
where . This result indicates that increasing
beyond may yield better error performance at low SNR.
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We may compare in Example 3 with the trellis code which
has the construction [24], where the mother code in
Example 3 and the component codes and are convolutional
codes with optimal free distance given in [25]. Let and
be the rates of and , respectively. We consider the cases for
which ( ) are (1/2,1/2), (2/3,1/3), (3/4,1/4), (1/4,3/4) and
(1/3, 2/3). The states for , , and are all , where 2–8.
The overall rates in these construction are all 1/2. We
find that the largest free distances among these
codes are 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 16 for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8, respectively. The associated are 1/1, 1/1,
5/3, 26/7, 86/7, 219/44, and 20/6, respectively. We also observe
that the free distances for Example 3 with are 8, 10, 10,
12, 13, 14, and 17 for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
The associated are 3/2, 13/5, 1/1, 2/1, 3/1,
2/1, and 15/5, respectively. For 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8, Example
3 has either larger minimum distance or lower error coefficient.
For 6 and 7, Example 3 has smaller minimum distance.
Optimum decoding of is extremely difficult. A decoding
which only needs the trellis of has been proposed in [1] and
[2]. Let be the received symbol which is the possibly error-
corrupted form of . For the -th time unit, the bit metric
for is calculated based on the received symbol
and the previously recovered code bit, ,
. Then, the bit metrics for , , are summed
up to form the branch metric for . With the branch metrics
for all the possible , , the Viterbi decoder of
can recover and , where is also
used as the truncation length in the Viterbi decoding. Such a
decoding can only achieve the error performance guaranteed by
the distance bound shown in Theorem 1 at high SNR, and can not
take advantage of the newly derived bound stated in Theorem 2.
The decoding in [1] and [2] also has the drawback of increased
error coefficients, which result in poor error performance at low
SNR. In the following section, we will show a decoding for
the tailbiting and zero-tail representation of that can not only
take advantage of the newly derived bound, but also avoid the
occurrence of large error coefficients.
III. TAILBITING AND ZERO-TAIL TRELLIS CODES
Tailbiting method [21], [22] is a technique to convert a trellis
code to a block code without any rate loss. Due to the special
structure of , we can not directly apply the conventional tail-
biting method to using only the circular tailbiting trellis aug-
mented from the trellis of . Moreover, is a trellis code with
an extremely large amount of states and, hence, the decoding
of the tailbiting code of using a circular tailbiting trellis aug-
mented from the trellis of is practically impossible. Hence,
we propose a tailbiting representation which can be easily
encoded and is suitable for the suboptimum iterative decoding.
We also consider the zero-tail representation of for which the
iterative decoding can be implemented by using a pipeline ar-
chitecture.
A. Encoding
Let the block size of message bits be , i.e.,
message symbols, where and are positive integers. To obtain
the tailbiting code , we can initialize the linear feed-forward
shift register of the encoder of with last message bits, where
is the number of memory bits in the encoder of . We then
feed the whole message frame to the encoder of as usual,
and arrange the resultant code bits , , and
, in an matrix. Let the entry at the
th row and th column of the matrix be .
The relation between and is
for . Then , , are fed
to the signal mapper to yield the desired codeword , ,
of . If we define the state of as the contents of
the memory elements of the convolutional encoder of and the
delay processor, then the encoder of will start from and end
in the same state and, hence, the code is indeed a tailbiting
code.
The zero-tail code is encoded in a way similar to that of
, except that the memory elements in the encoder of and in
the delay processor and the message bits corresponding to the
tailbiting part are initialized with zeros.
Now we check the minimum distance of tail-
biting code . According to the trellis representation of
, we divide the code into subsets , , , ,
where 2 is the number of trellis states in (or ) and
consists of codewords of starting from and ending in the
same state . Let ,
where 2 . Obviously, ,
which is given in (1). For 2 , we divide the
set into subsets and , where consists of
codewords (code paths in the trellis of ) that are merged
with , and consists of codewords that are not merged
with . For any codeword , we can find a code-
word such that . Hence,
. For
any codeword in , can be larger than any given
constant if is noncatastrophic and is large enough. Thus,
we have for 2 . Suppose
that
for all possible , and .
Thus, we have . In the case that is
linear, we can easily derive that for all and
. With the aid of Theorem 3, we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Suppose that is noncatastrophic and
for all possible
, and . If is large
enough, then the minimum distance of is lower
bounded by and is upper bounded by
(6)
In the case that (or ) is linear, is equal to
for a large enough .
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TABLE II
DISTANCE SPECTRA OF EXAMPLE 4,WHERE A IS THE ERROR COEFFICIENT WHICH DETERMINES THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE CODEWORDS
WITH THE SAME WEIGHT d TO THE BER IN THE AWGN CHANNEL
In the case that is a binary convolutional code, Theorem 4
implies that the minimum distance of is equal to the free dis-
tance of . In the case that is a TCM, we can not guarantee
that the minimum distance of will be equal to the free dis-
tance of . However, and have the same distance bounds
which are given in (1) and (6).
For , it will be interesting for us to see the effect of and
on . The following example may provide some in-
formation about the spectra of for finite and . The related
results are given in Table II.
Example 4: Consider the code used in Example 3. With the
generator matrix of the associated tailbiting code , we can ob-
tain the distance spectrum of by computer if the block size
of is small. First, we consider the cases of and
. For these cases, we have .
From Table II, we observe that if is no less than a number
, then . Moreover, the first few
terms of the error coefficients of ,
are in decreasing order. We also consider the cases of
and . We observe that remains to be
, while the first few terms of the error coefficients de-
crease as increases. Hence, we predict that either increasing
beyond or increasing beyond may yield better
error performance at low SNR. This point is also verified by the
simulation for this example and other examples.
B. Decoding
Now we present the iterative decoding of the tailbiting code
. The proposed decoder consists of a soft-input and soft-
output decoder of and a demapper. With the tailbiting trellis
of , we can run the sliding window Log-BCJR (Log-MAP) al-
gorithm [20] continuously without any boundary as the trellis
level or decoding time increases. The decoder of will yield
the extrinsic values of code bits of after a window size
of time units (symbols) rather than a block size of time
units. These code bits are also used as labeling bits of the
signal mapper, and hence, these extrinsic values can be used as
a priori values for bits . If the a priori infor-
mation of bits is not available, then equals
zero. The demapper uses and the received symbol
, which is the error-corrupted form of , as input, and
produces the extrinsic value of labeling bits
as described in the following. Let represent the squared
Euclidean distance between symbols and . If (or ) is a bi-
nary -tuple, then a bit “0” must be replaced by “ 1 ” and a
bit “1” remains to be “1”. For and ,
define set
for
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The extrinsic value of bit at the demapper
output can be calculated by (7), shown at the bottom of the page,
where is the maximum function with a correction term
which can be implemented by using a lookup table [19], and
is a weighting factor and, in particular, for all . Then
these values are used as intrinsic values for code
bits of and are fed to the sliding window Log-BCJR algorithm
of for the next iteration. If ,
are independent, then we may set to be 1 for all , [6],
[8]. The independence of , may
be achieved by inserting a large random interleaver between the
decoder of and the demapper [1]. However, we do not use
such a random interleaver, since the minimum distance of
is not guaranteed by using such a interleaver. Without the inter-
leaver, severe error propagation may occur. We can alleviate this
problem by using suitable weighting factor , which reflects
the amount of influence of a priori value on the
extrinsic value . These weight factors can be repre-
sented by an weighting matrix for which the entry at
the th row and th column is . The choice of is dependent
on the signal mapper and, in this paper, is designed by intuition
in a trial-and-error way. If an error on level causes severe error
propagation on level , then small is preferred. For example,
the error propagation from level 3 on level 2 is the most trouble-
some situation for Ungerboeck labeling (Labeling 2). Hence, it
is desired to reduce the effect of level 3 on level 2 by using a
small weighting factor.
The decoding of the zero-tail code is similar to the
decoding of , except that of bits cor-
responding to the tailbiting part are set to be during the
decoding process.
Now, let us consider the time delay of the iterative decoding
of or . Let the initial latency be the number of received
symbols needed to start the decoding process of . With the
sliding-window Log-BCJR decoder of , the initial latency for
either or is , which is significantly less than the
overall block length , since in either or , interleaver is
not used. For the case of long block length, there is further ad-
vantage for in the decoding delay. A pipelined structure of
the iterative decoding can be used for , which can be imple-
mented by using multiple sliding-window Log-BCJR decoders
of . For both and , the first decoder of can start the
first iteration at time , since all the data nec-
essary for computing the intrinsic values of code bits ,
are ready. In addition, we need a truncation
length of time units to recover (or ). Thus, the de-
coding delay of for the first iteration is . For ,
Fig. 3. BER of Example 2 in the AWGN channel. (A) Simulation. (B)
Estimation using d (1). (C) Estimation using d (1; 1). (D) Estimation
using d (1). (N = 1 is used in the estimation).
the second iteration can start at time when the
decoder of can provide , in the
first iteration. Similarly, for , the third iteration can start at
time and the th iteration can start at time
. We do not need to start the th itera-
tion after the completion of the th iteration. Thus, the decoding
delay for the th iterative decoding of is time units
(symbols). In comparison, for the tailbiting code , we need to
start the th iteration after the completion of the th itera-
tion. Here, one iteration is composed of a Log-BCJR decoding
process of and a demapping process of the signal mapper.
Hence, does have the advantage of reduced decoding delay.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first examine the error performance of Ex-
ample 2 by the bounds derived in Section II and the simula-
tion results. Fig. 3 shows simulation results and the estimation
results using bounds , , and , re-
spectively, where is used in obtaining the estimation
results. We observe that the error rate obtained by simulation de-
creases more rapidly than that obtained by using either
or as SNR increases. This indicates that the actual
free distance is larger than and .
Now, we show the performance of several examples using
the proposed technique and then compare these examples with
some well-known codes. Since the zero-tail representation
will result in a rate loss, in the following, we only use the tail-
biting representation for comparison with other coding tech-
(7)
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TABLE III
DATA OF THE TAILBITING TRELLIS CODES GIVEN IN EXAMPLES 5A-5F AND 6A-6C
niques. However, it should be noted that the advantage of
over is better error performance at the first iteration and less
decoding delay.
Example 5: Consider the case of with , ,
where is the 8-PSK signal set with Labeling 1 or Labeling 2.
The weighting factors for Labelings 1 and 2 are, respectively,
given by
In addition, the following generator matrices
for are considered. The code rate of the resultant TCM is 2
bits per 8-PSK symbol. This example is divided into six cases
(cases 5a-5f), for which the parameters are given in Table III.
Example 6: Consider the case of with , ,
where . The generator matrix of , , and
are, respectively, given by
and
The code rate of the resultant binary convolutional code is 1/2.
This example is divided into three cases (cases 6a-6c) for which
the parameters are given in Table III.
For Example 5a, which uses Labeling 2 as 8-PSK signal set,
we have . We may consider a case,
Example 5a’, which uses Labeling 1 to replace the original La-
beling 2 used in Example 5a. For Example 5a’, we can have
. Simulation
results, which are not shown in this paper, indicate that Example
5a’ will have better error performance over Example 5a for high
SNR (or BER less than 10 ). This phenomenon demonstrates
that the iterative decoding helps to achieve asymptotic error per-
formance which is implied by a better bound ( of Ex-
ample 5a’) instead of the bound given in Theorem 1 (
of either Example 5a or 5a’).
A. Comparison With BICM and Multilevel Codes
It is known that BICM can achieve good error performance
in independent Rayleigh fading channels with perfect channel
state information (CSI) [4], [5], and BICM with iterative de-
coding (BICM-ID) can also achieve good error performance in
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [6]–[8]. Tail-
biting TCM with iterative decoding has a close connection
to BICM-ID using soft-decision feedback [6], [8]. In the en-
coding, can be viewed as a special class of BICM, in which
deterministic bit shuffling is applied so as to achieve a large
bound on the minimum distance of . In contrast, the min-
imum distance and, hence, the asymptotic error performance of
BICM-ID is not guaranteed, since a random bit interleaver is
used. In the decoding, the calculation of for is
similar to that used in [6] and [8], except for the following dif-
ferences. The first is that we use weighting factors in (7)
to alleviate the error propagation. The second is that a priori
value is available in decoding , and can be used
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Fig. 4. BER of the 16-state Example 5a (code length: 2000 symbols) and
a 16-state BICM-ID (soft-decision feedback) (code length: 2000 symbols)
reported in [6], and estimation for Example 5a using d (1) (N = 1 is used
in the estimation) in the AWGN channel, where “i” is the number of iterations.
Fig. 5. BER of four-state Examples 5b-5c and a 16-state BICM-ID
(hard-decision feedback) in [7] (four iterations), and the 64-state Ungerboeck
TCM in the AWGN channel (solid line). Also, BER of four-state Examples
5d-5e and a 16-state BICM-ID (hard-decision feedback) in [7] (three iterations)
and the 64-state Ungerboeck TCM in the Rayleigh fading channel (dot line),
where “CL” is the code length (symbols).
in (7) after a window size of symbols, rather than a block
size of symbols, which are needed in decoding BICM-ID.
In Fig. 4, we show the simulation results of 16-state Example
5a and the results of 16-state BICM-ID reported in [6]. We see
that can achieve better error performance in the first few iter-
ations, and similar performance with a sufficient number of it-
erations as compared to BICM-ID using soft-decision feedback
[6]. It is already known that BICM-ID can be implemented by
using a low-complexity approach using hard-decision feedback
[7]. The simulation results reported in [7] of a 16-state BICM-ID
using hard-decision feedback in the AWGN channel and the in-
dependent Rayleigh fading channel are given in Fig. 5. Also in-
cluded in Fig. 5 are the results of four-state Examples 5b-5e. We
observe that the error performance of 16-state BICM-ID using
hard-decision feedback is inferior to that of the four-state Exam-
ples 5b-5e. In addition, the code length of Examples 5c and 5e is
only 256 8-PSK symbols, while the code length of BICM-ID is
2000 8-PSK symbols. In [7], it is indicated that BICM-ID with
code length shorter than 2000 symbols will result in degraded
error performance, especially in the AWGN channel. Also in-
cluded in Fig. 5 are the simulation results of the 64-state Unger-
boeck TCM [3]. The superiority of Examples 5b-5e over the
Ungerboeck TCM is obvious. Note that the decoding complex-
ities of four-state Examples 5b-5e, four-state BICM-ID using
soft-decision feedback [6], 16-state BICM-ID using hard-deci-
sion feedback [7], and 64-state Ungerboeck TCM are similar.
We may compare to multilevel codes with iterative de-
coding [9]. In [9], a multilevel code for 8-PSK using a 16-state
rate 1/3 component code, an eight-state rate component
code, and an eight-state rate 11/12 component code is designed.
This multilevel code can achieve a minimum distance of 7.03.
However, the 16-state Example 5a can achieve a minimum dis-
tance of 8.34 and, hence, a better asymptotic error performance.
From the results shown in [9] and Fig. 4, we see that Example
5a can achieve a similar error performance, as compared to the
multilevel code given in [9] at a BER of 10 , based on sim-
ilar code length. The decoding complexity of multilevel codes,
using several component codes, is larger than that of , which
uses only one component code.
B. Comparison With Turbo Codes
It is well known that the binary turbo code [16], [17] and the
turbo-like TCM (TTCM) [10]–[15] have near-capacity perfor-
mance, which is due to its thin distance spectrum or the so-called
“interleaver gain.” Hence, the error performance of a binary
turbo code or a TTCM is highly dependent on the length of
the interleaver (code length). It may be interesting to compare
the error performance of to that of the binary turbo code (or
TTCM).
It is reported in [14] that the TTCM in [10]–[12] and [15]
have similar error performance (within 0.1 dB) if the same de-
coding algorithm is used, and the TTCM in [10]–[12] and [15]
have similar structures. From the simulation results given in [12]
and [13], the TTCM in [12] and [13] have similar error perfor-
mance. For simplicity of presentation, in the following, we only
consider the comparison of tailbiting code with the binary
turbo code given in [16] and the TTCM given in [10]. For ,
we consider four-state Examples 5b, 5c, 5f, and 6a-6c. We also
perform simulations for binary turbo codes and TTCM [10] for
which random interleavers, Log-BCJR (Log-MAP) algorithm
[19], and four-state component codes with the generator matrix
given by (1, ) [17] are used. The trellis
of the first component code is terminated and the trellis of the
second component code is left open. Note that for a TTCM or a
binary turbo code, the Log-BCJR algorithm must run twice for
each iteration in the iterative decoding. In contrast, for , the
Log-BCJR algorithm runs only once for each iteration.
Simulation results of TCM (Examples 5b, 5c, 5f, and TTCM
[10]) and binary codes (Examples 6a-6c and turbo code) in the
AWGN channel are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. We
observe that the error performance of the four-state tailbiting
trellis code can be better than that of the four-state binary
turbo code (or the TTCM [10]) at moderate to high SNR (or
moderate to low BER) in the case of short code length. Note
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Fig. 6. BER of four-state Examples 5b, 5c, 5f, and four-state TTCM [10] (six
iterations) in the AWGN channel, where “CL” is the code length (symbols).
Fig. 7. BER of four-state Examples 6a-6c and four-state binary turbo codes
(TC) (six iterations) and the 256-state conventional convolutional code (CC) in
the AWGN channel, where “CL” is the code length (code bits).
that can also perform well, even with a small block size of
128 message bits (Examples 5f and 6c).
It has been shown that can achieve large minimum dis-
tance when and are large enough. It is also known that
for the binary turbo code (or TTCM), its near-capacity perfor-
mance mainly comes from the so-called “interleaver gain.” In
Section III, we note that increasing the code length of can
also lower the error coefficient. However, the effect of lowering
the error coefficient of is not as significant as the interleaver
gain achieved for binary turbo code (or TTCM). The superior
performance of the binary turbo code (or TTCM) as compared
to at low SNR can be explained by the dominant effect of
interleaver gain rather than large minimum distance. The infe-
rior error performance of the four-state binary turbo code (or
TTCM) as compared to the four-state at moderate to high
SNR and short code length (128 or 256 symbols) may be due to
the situation that four-state can achieve large enough min-
imum distance if the block size is in the range of 128 or
256 symbols, while the interleaver gain for the four-state bi-
nary turbo code (or TTCM) of comparable code length is not
large enough to beat the effect of large minimum distance of
. The error performance of and turbo code (or TTCM)
can be improved by either increasing the constraint length or
by increasing code length. Through simulation not shown in
this paper, we find that the 16-state binary turbo code of code
length either 512 or 1024 outperforms the counterpart of . As
compared to the four-state case ( or turbo code), the curves
of error performance (10 –10 ) for the 16-state case will
be closer to the low SNR region, and hence, for the 16-state
case, the effect of interleaver gain will be more significant than
the effect of minimum distance. Also, through simulation not
shown in this paper, we find that little gain can be obtained by
increasing the code length of beyond the size of thousands
of bits. This result is not beyond our expectation, since the min-
imum distance of will be a constant, and the associated error
coefficient will decrease slowly as the code length increases be-
yond a fixed value.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study trellis codes with large constraint
length which have been constructed from the scheme proposed
in [1] and [2]. Although a large distance bound has been shown
in [1] and [2], we derive a new lower bound which may be even
larger than the bound in [1] and [2]. We use a decoding method
based on the concept of iterative decoding to take advantage of
the newly derived bound. We apply the iterative decoding on
both the tailbiting and zero-tail representation of for packet
transmission. In our design, we mitigate the effect of burst error
resultant from the mother code by using suitable weighting
factors and delay constants . The choice of parameters of
and is based on trial and error. Comparisons of tailbiting
form of with some well-known codes are also provided.
We find that can outperform these known codes in the case
of short code length, short constraint length of , and moderate
to high SNR. In the case of long code length, long constraint
length of , and low SNR, the performance of is usually not
satisfactory.
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